Single-cell profiling of tuberculosis lung granulomas reveals functional lymphocyte signatures of bacterial control
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Abstract

In humans and nonhuman primates, *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* lung infection yields a complex multicellular structure—the tuberculosis granuloma. All granulomas are not equivalent, however, even within the same host: in some, local immune activity promotes bacterial clearance, while in others, it allows persistence or outgrowth. Here, we used single-cell RNA-sequencing to define holistically cellular responses associated with control in cynomolgus macaques. Granulomas that facilitated bacterial killing contained significantly higher proportions of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells expressing hybrid Type1-Type17 immune responses or stem-like features and CD8-enriched T cells with specific cytotoxic functions; failure to control correlated with mast cell, plasma cell and fibroblast abundance. Co-registering these data with serial PET-CT imaging suggests that a degree of early immune control can be achieved through cytotoxic activity, but that more robust restriction only arises after the priming of specific adaptive immune responses, defining new targets for vaccination and treatment.
Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB), caused by *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (Mtb), remains a major global health threat. It is estimated that one quarter of the world’s population is infected with Mtb, and 10 million new cases and 1.5 million deaths due to TB were reported in 2019 (WHO, 2019). More than 90% of those infected do not progress to active disease. Thus, protective immune responses against Mtb appear to be relatively common in humans, but have been difficult to dissect because of our inability to measure immune responses in lung tissue and to distinguish the true extent of bacterial control in people. Understanding the cellular and molecular features associated with protective immunity, as well as those that lead to failure to control infection, is critical for the development of next-generation cures and preventions for TB.

Mtb infection in humans and nonhuman primates (NHP) is characterized by the formation of granulomas predominantly in the lungs and lymph nodes (Flynn, 2010; Lin et al., 2014b; Russell et al., 2010; Ulrichs and Kaufmann, 2006). TB lung granulomas are spatially organized structures (Figure 1A), well circumscribed from the lung parenchyma and comprised of a combination of parenchymal, stromal, and immune cells, such as macrophages, neutrophils, T cells, B cells and plasma cells (Ehlers and Schaible, 2012; Flynn, 2010; Gideon et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2006; Mattila et al., 2013; Pagan and Ramakrishnan, 2014; Phuah et al., 2012; Reece and Kaufmann, 2012; Ulrichs and Kaufmann, 2006). A spectrum of granuloma types, organization and cellular composition have been described in both humans and NHP (Canetti, 1955; Flynn, 2010; Hunter, 2011, 2016; Lin et al., 2006).

The cynomolgus macaque NHP model of Mtb infection has been critical for characterizing the cellular and molecular features that underlie granuloma fate since it recapitulates the spectrum of human infection outcomes, disease and pathology (Canetti, 1955; Flynn, 2010; Lin et al., 2006) and. Human granulomas are typically available only from surgical resections in cases...
where drug treatment fails and thus do not allow analysis of successful immune clearance. Most murine models, meanwhile, do not develop human-like granulomas, and mice are not particularly adept at killing Mtb bacilli in the lungs, which makes identifying features associated with immune mediated clearance difficult (Flynn et al., 2015; Flynn, 2010; Langermans et al., 2001; Verreck et al., 2009; Zhan et al., 2017).

Studies of Mtb infection in NHP have demonstrated that individual granulomas are dynamic (Coleman et al., 2014b; Lin et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014b), changing with the evolving interactions between bacteria and diverse host cell types (Ehlers and Schaible, 2012; Flynn et al., 2003; Flynn, 2010; Mattila et al., 2013; Phuah et al., 2012; Ulrichs and Kaufmann, 2006). The bacterial burden in individual granulomas is highest early in infection and then decreases due to increased killing as the immune response evolves, even in animals that ultimately develop active TB (Figure S1A-B) (Cadena et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2014b; Maiello et al., 2018). Strikingly, however, individual granulomas within a single host follow independent trajectories with respect to inflammation, cellular composition, reactivation risk, and ability to kill Mtb (Coleman et al., 2014b; Gideon et al., 2015; Lenaerts et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014b; Malherbe et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2017). We and others have systematically profiled cellular immune responses of individual cell types in macaque lung granulomas, including T cells (Diedrich et al., 2020; Foreman et al., 2016; Gideon et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2012; Mattila et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2018), macrophages (Mattila et al., 2013), B cells (Phuah et al., 2016; Phuah et al., 2012), and neutrophils (Gideon et al., 2019; Mattila et al., 2015), and examined the instructive roles of cytokines including IFN-γ, IL-2, TNF, IL-17 and IL-10 (Gideon et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2020). These analyses have enabled key insights into how specific canonical cell types and effector molecules relate to bacterial burden; for example, they revealed that balanced production of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines by granuloma T cells associates with bacterial control. However, each analysis has been relatively narrow in focus
and we have little understanding of how the collective actions of diverse cell types within individual granulomas shape outcome.

The recent emergence of high-throughput single-cell genomic profiling methods affords transformative opportunities to define the cell types, phenotypic states and intercellular circuits that comprise granulomas and inform their dynamics (Prakadan et al., 2017). Rather than forcing selection of distinct cellular subsets or features of interest \textit{a priori}, single-cell RNA-Seq (scRNA-seq) can be applied to examine comprehensively the cellular constituents of complex multicellular structures and their functional attributes. Illustratively, single-cell transcriptomics has been used to identify fundamental alterations in cellular ecosystems associated with the severity and persistence of inflammation (Ordovas-Montanes et al., 2018; Smillie et al., 2019), the cellular bases of disease (Kazer et al., 2020; Montoro et al., 2018) and responses to it, and actionable features of the tumor-immune microenvironment (Hovestadt et al., 2019; Tirosh et al., 2016). While scRNA-seq has been applied to understand peripheral immune or \textit{in vitro} responses in Mtb infection (Gierahn et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2019; Nathan et al., 2020), it has yet to be leveraged to empower global analyses of cellular responses linked to bacterial control in TB lung granulomas, potentially given challenges associated with tracking, identifying, and isolating these small heterogeneous structures from NHP in a biosafety-level 3 suite.

Here, to characterize the relationship between the cellular features of TB lung granulomas and bacterial burden explicitly, we applied the Seq-Well platform for massively-parallel single-cell RNA-Seq (scRNA-seq) (Gierahn et al., 2017) to generate single-cell transcriptional profiles of pulmonary Mtb granulomas at 10 weeks post infection (p.i.; \textbf{Figure 1A}) in cynomolgus macaques. Individual granulomas displayed a broad range of bacterial burdens from restrictive (sterile, 0 colony forming units (CFU) – i.e., culturable live bacterial burden) to permissive (high, \~80,000 CFU), enabling us to define cellular compositions and effector functions that associate
with bacterial control. With these data, based on unbiased gene-expression analysis, we
discovered several previously unappreciated functional cellular phenotypes that are temporally
associated with bacterial control – including hybrid T1-T17 CD4+ and CD8+ states, cytotoxic T
and NK subsets, mast, and plasma cells – and validate select observations and extend to
humans via orthogonal techniques. Collectively, our data provide a global view of the TB lung
granuloma cellular microenvironments in which Mtb is either controlled or persists, suggesting
several novel therapeutic and prophylactic targets for future investigation.
Results

Study design and bacterial burden in granulomas

We sought to comprehensively define the complex cellular ecosystems (Figure 1A) of granulomas that manifested different degrees of bacterial control in NHP. Four cynomolgus macaques were bronchoscopically infected with a low dose of Mtb (<10 CFU; Erdman strain) and followed for 10 weeks (Figure 1B). The 10-week timepoint represents the first time at which a significant reduction in average granuloma-level bacterial burden is observed, compared to peak burden at 4 or 6 weeks post infection (p.i.) (Figure S1A-B). Progression of Mtb infection and granuloma formation were monitored using PET-CT scans at 4, 8, and 10 weeks p.i. For each animal, we quantified total lung FDG activity (Figure 1C) from PET-CT scans as a proxy for overall inflammation (Coleman et al., 2014b; White et al., 2017). At necropsy, individual PET-CT identified lung granulomas were excised and dissociated to obtain a single-cell suspension (STAR Methods).

Twenty-six granulomas from the four animals were randomly selected for profiling by scRNA-seq. For each, we further quantified viable bacterial burden (CFU – i.e., culturable live bacterial burden) and cumulative (live + dead) bacterial load (chromosomal equivalents, CEQ) (Lin et al., 2014b; Munoz-Elias et al., 2005) (Table S1, STAR Methods). Among the 26 granulomas, there was a range of granuloma-level bacterial burdens, from sterile (0 CFU/granuloma) to high burden (4.6 log10 CFU/granuloma) lesions (Figure 1D). We analyzed the granulomas using CFU both as a continuous variable and by binning it into tertiles (Low: 0-500 CFU, n=10; Mid: 500-5000 CFU, n=10; and High: >5000 CFU, n=6) which displayed significant differences in bacterial burden (low-CFU: median 1.9 log10 CFU/granuloma, mid-CFU 3.4 log10 CFU/granuloma, high-CFU: 4.2 log10 CFU/granuloma; p<0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction) (Figure 1E and Table S1).
We evaluated cumulative bacterial burden (chromosomal equivalents, CEQ – derived from live + dead Mtb) to determine whether low CFU reflected reduced bacterial growth or increased bacterial killing (Cadena et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2014b; Munoz-Elias et al., 2005). We observed no significant difference in CEQ values between granulomas with low and high CFU (p>0.99, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction) (Figure 1F), indicating that granulomas supported roughly similar cumulative Mtb growth over the course of infection. To quantify the extent of bacterial killing, we calculated the ratio of CFU to CEQ (Figure 1G; STAR* Methods). Granulomas with the lowest bacterial burdens had significantly higher killing (-2.1 log\textsubscript{10} CFU/CEQ per granuloma) than those with the highest bacterial burden (-0.63 log\textsubscript{10} CFU/CEQ per granuloma, p=0.0051, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction; Figure 1G).

**Cellular composition of TB lung Granulomas**

To identify cellular and molecular factors associated with increased Mtb killing in an unbiased fashion, we applied a single-cell suspension from each granuloma to a Seq-Well array preloaded with barcoded mRNA capture beads under Biosafety Level 3 conditions, and processed and sequenced as previously described (STAR* Methods) (Gierahn et al., 2017). After aligning the data to the *Macaca fascicularis* (cynomolgus macaque) genome and performing robust quality controls and granuloma-specific technical corrections, we retained 109,584 high-quality single-cell transcriptomes for downstream analysis (Figure S2; Table S2; STAR* Methods).

Unsupervised investigation of these data revealed 24 distinct clusters, which we assigned to canonical cell types using a combination of manual curation and reference gene expression signatures from the Tabula Muris (Tabula Muris et al., 2018), Mouse Cell Atlas (Han et al., 2018) and SaVanT database (Lopez et al., 2017) (Figure S3 A-H; STAR* Methods). Based on
shared expression of genes associated with canonical cell types, we reduced these 24 clusters
to 13 general cell type clusters (Figures 2A and S3G-H). These encompass groups of
lymphocytes, including B cells (defined by expression of MS4A1, CD79B, & BANK1), T and NK
cells (T/NK; GNLY, TRAC, CD3D, & GZMH) and plasma cells (IGHG1 & JCHAIN); myeloid
cells, including conventional dendritic cells (cDCs; CLEC9A, CST3, & CPVL), plasmacytoid
dendritic cells (pDCs; LILRA4 and IRF8) and macrophages (APOC1, LYZ, and APOE); mast
cells (CPA3 & TPSAB1); neutrophils (CCL2, CXCL8, & CSF3R); erythroid cells (HBA1 & HBB);
stromal cells, including endothelial cells (RNASE1, EPAS1, & FCN3) and fibroblasts (COL3A1,
COL1A1, & DCN); Type-1 pneumocytes (AGER); and, Type-2 pneumocytes (SFTPC, SFTPB,
and SFTPA1) (Figure 2A & B, Figure S3G-H and Table S3).

**Granuloma cellular composition is associated with bacterial burden**

To investigate the relationship between cell type composition and bacterial burden, we
quantified the correlation between cellular frequency and CFU across all granulomas (Figure
2C, Figure S3I, Table S8). We also assessed differences in cell type proportions between
granulomas with low and high bacterial burden (Figure 2D, Table S8), and relied on this
analytic approach for some sub-state analyses where our granuloma numbers were too small to
perform a robust correlation analysis. The associations identified when the extent of bacterial
killing was treated as a discrete variable were highly consistent with those identified when it was
treated as a continuous variable (STAR* Methods).

There was a negative correlation between bacterial burden and the proportion of cells from the
unified T and NK cell cluster, and surprising positive correlations between bacterial burden and
plasma cells, endothelial cells, mast cells, fibroblasts and type-1 pneumocytes (Figure 2C-D,
Table S8A). We did not observe a significant association between macrophage abundance and
bacterial burden. This was true when we examined all 27,670 macrophages as a single cluster, or when we assessed each of the 9 macrophage sub-clusters identified through further analysis to resolve their substantial heterogeneity, as reported in other studies (Zilionis et al., 2019) (Figure S4 and Table S4; STAR* Methods).

**T and NK cells as mediators of protection**

Our initial analysis revealed a unified T and NK cell cluster that was, in aggregate, the only cell population negatively correlated with bacterial burden (Figure 2C-D). Data from human and animal models (including NHPs) suggest an important role for diverse lymphocyte populations in controlling Mtb infection. In addition to compelling evidence for the importance of conventional CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Chen et al., 2009; Foreman et al., 2016; Lin and Flynn, 2015; Lin et al., 2012; Mogues et al., 2001), other lymphocyte populations have been implicated in control including gamma delta (γδ) T cells (Ogongo et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2019), iNKT cells (Arora et al., 2013; Chackerian et al., 2002; Chancellor et al., 2017), donor-unrestricted T cells such as MAITs (Joosten et al., 2019), innate lymphoid cells (ILC) (Ardain et al., 2019) and cytotoxic lymphocytes including NK cells (Lin and Flynn, 2015; Portevin et al., 2012; Roy Chowdhury et al., 2018).

To further assess functional diversity within the 41,622 cells that comprise T and NK cell cluster, we performed additional analysis and identified 13 subclusters (designated numerically in Figure 3A and S5 Table S6; STAR* Methods). We annotated each subcluster of the unified T and NK cluster based upon enrichment of distinct transcriptional features (Figure 3C), focusing on those that associate with bacterial control. The abundance of 6 subclusters was negatively correlated with bacterial burden (Figure 3D,Table S8b); of these, 4 are relatively abundant clusters comprising 2.4-8.7% of all granuloma cells while 2 constitute less than 1% of all
granuloma cells (Table S4c). There were no T and NK subclusters that positively correlated with bacterial burden.

To further describe each subcluster and identify features that associate with bacterial control, we first examined the expression of lineage defining markers, known cytotoxic, regulatory, proliferation genes and T cell transcription factors (Figure 3C and Figure S5D-F) and assessed TCR constant gene (TRAC, TRBC and TRDC) expression (Figure 3B). The process of annotation revealed that most of the agnostically defined subclusters did not correspond neatly to canonical T and NK cell populations. Where possible, we annotate subclusters based on known T cell markers and literature derived genes of interest but these are parts of broader transcriptional signatures that appear to reflect dominant cellular response states superimposed on cell lineage-associated gene expression programs.

**A prominent role for Type1-Type 17 T cells in bacterial control**

T and NK subcluster 13 was the most abundant cell type across all granulomas (8.8%) and the strongest correlate of control (Figure 3A,D; Table S4c & S8b). In this subcluster, we observe enriched expression of classical Th1-associated genes including IFNG and TNF (Raphael et al., 2015), as well as elevated expression of transcription factors associated with Th17 differentiation (Yosef et al., 2013) including RORA (Yang et al., 2008), RORC (Ivanov et al., 2006), RBPJ (Meyer Zu Horste et al., 2016) and BHLHE40 (Huynh et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2014a). Although this subcluster is also enriched for additional features of Th17 cells including CCR6 (Hirota et al., 2007) and IL23R (Kobayashi et al., 2008), we do not observe expression of IL17A or IL17F (Figure 4A; Table S6).

This hybrid gene expression state is consistent with previously described expression programs for Th1* or ex-Th17 cells. Th1* cells are a subset of Th1 cells, characterized by expression of
CCR6 and CXCR3, that co-express IFN-γ and T-bet in addition to RORγT, and are postulated to play a role in antigen-specific memory (Acosta-Rodriguez et al., 2007), and in human blood, memory CD4 T cells with a Th1* expression profile were enriched in individuals with latent TB compared to uninfected controls (Burel et al., 2018). Ex-Th17 cells, meanwhile, represent precursors to long-lived tissue-resident memory, characterized by increased expression of RBPJ, BHLHE40, IL23R and IL7R and minimal ROR-γT and IL-17 (Amezcua Vesely et al., 2019). Previous studies have revealed a prominent role for CD4 Th1 and Th17 cytokines in control of Mtb infection, including IFN-γ, TNF, and IL-17 (Algood et al., 2005; Green et al., 2013; Khader et al., 2007; Khader and Gopal, 2010; Lin et al., 2007; Lyadova and Panteleev, 2015; Millington et al., 2007; O'Garra et al., 2013; Scriba et al., 2017), and studies in NHP granulomas suggest an association between T1 and T17 cytokine expression and bacterial burden (Gideon et al., 2015). In addition, in murine models, BHLHE40 is required for control of Mtb infection, as a repressor of IL-10 production (Huynh et al., 2018).

While Th1* and exTH17 subsets have been described primarily as CD4 T cells, this T1-T17 subcluster is characterized by the expression of both CD4 and CD8A/B transcripts (Figure 3C, Figure S5D-E). Moreover, when we compared the gene expression patterns of CD4 and CD8 expressing cells in the subcluster, we noted differential expression of biologically relevant genes. We therefore questioned whether this subcluster might consist of subpopulations of cells representing canonical cell types. Upon further subclustering of 9,234 T1-T17 cells, we identified 4 distinct subpopulations (Figure 4B, Table S7). Critically, each expresses genes associated with a Th1* or ex-Th17 state including IL23R, CCR6, and CXCR3, as well as RBPJ, BHLHE40, FURIN, RORA and COTL1. However, each subpopulation also expresses unique transcriptional programming. Specifically, T1-T17 subpopulation 1 is characterized by expression of CD4 and markers of activation and motility including IL7R, CD6, TXNIP, PDE4D,
**(ZFP36L2, ITGB1, CCR6 and CXCR3 (Figure 4C-D)**), and has distinct transcriptional overlap with T and NK subcluster 7 (stem-like cells, described below). Although we cannot confidently assign effector functions to this subpopulation from the transcriptional data, they are reminiscent of memory cells with restrained metabolic activity and cytokine expression. T1-T17 subpopulation 2 is characterized by increased relative expression of cytotoxic effector molecules including **GZMA, GZMH, GZMK, GNLY, PRF1, KLRC1** and both **CD8A and CD8B** (Figure 4C-D). T1-T17 subpopulation 3, which includes cells expressing **CD8A/B or CD4**, is characterized by cytokine gene expression (**IFNG, TNF, LTA**, and **LTB**), markers of an inhibitory cell state (**CTLA4, GADD45B** and **SLA**) and expression of genes implicated in glycolysis and mTOR signaling (**TPI1, PKM, HSPA5, ENO1**) (Figure 4C-D). T1-T17 subpopulation 4 is very low in abundance and characterized by heat shock and DNA damage associated transcripts (**DNAJB1 and HSPH1**) (Figure 4, Table S4D).

Low-burden granulomas had increased abundance of T1-T17 subpopulation 1 (p=0.0324, Kruskal Wallis with Dunn’s multiple testing corrections), subpopulation 2 (p=0.0302) and subpopulation 4 (p=0.0152) compared to high-burden granulomas, suggesting a prominent role for both helper and cytotoxic functions of T1-T17 T cells (Figure 4E, Table S8C). However, there was a significant negative correlation only between T1-T17 subpopulations 2 and CFU (Spearman’s rho -0.4482, P=0.0216), revealing an unexpected association of cytotoxic effectors in the control of Mtb. Surprisingly, T1-T17 subpopulation subpopulation 3 was not correlated with bacterial burden, despite expressing elevated levels of **IFNG** and **TNF** (Figure 4E, Table S8C), genes generally considered as critical to control Mtb infection (O’Garra et al., 2013; Scriba et al., 2017).

**Additional cytotoxic features associated with bacterial control**
Additional T/NK cell subcluster correlates of control reinforce an association between cytotoxicity and bacterial burden (Figure 3D, Table S8C). Subcluster 4, constituting 3.8% of granuloma cells, is one of the six primary subclusters (1-6) defined broadly by cytotoxic features, such as expression of genes for granzymes (GZMA, GZMB, GZMH, GZMK and GZMM), granulysin (GNLY), or perforin (PRF1) (Figure 3C). Three of these subclusters (subclusters 1, 3, 4) are enriched for polyfunctional cytotoxic cells, characterized by the expression of multiple cytotoxic effector genes, while subclusters 2, 5 and 6 are distinguished by a more limited number of cytotoxic features.

Subcluster 4 is enriched for expression of PRF1, GZMH, GZMB, and GZMM, but not GNLY, a pattern consistent with that described for dicytotoxic CTLs (Balin et al., 2018). In addition, it is enriched for genes implicated in motility, migration and tissue residency, including CX3CR1, TGFBR3, and S100A10, and regulators of cell state such as AHNAK, KLF3, and ZEB2 (Figure 3D-E; Table S7). Further, subcluster 4 is enriched for expression of both CD8A and CD8B, and expresses TCRA and TCRB but not TCRD (Figure 3B-C, Figure S5E-F), suggesting that it is largely composed of conventional CD8αβ T cells (Fan and Rudensky, 2016). There are a small number of CD4-expressing cells in this subcluster which do not differ from the CD8A and CD8B-expressing cells in their expression of the subcluster defining genes (Figure S5E-F). Subcluster 4 is also enriched for expression of markers that can be expressed either by cytotoxic CD8 cells or NK cells, including KLRD1, KLRF1, KLRK1 and NKG7 (Figure 3C).

We sought to identify features that distinguished subcluster 4 from other subclusters that share cytotoxic features but are not associated with control. In contrast to subcluster 4, subcluster 1 (4.3% granuloma cells, Table S4C), is characterized by high expression of all three classes of cytotoxic effectors genes—GNLY, PRF1 and GZMH, GZMA GZMB—as well as KLRD1, KLRC1, KLRC2, NKG7, and shares some features with previously described tricytotoxic CD8+...
cells (Balin et al., 2018). Subcluster 1 is enriched for the expression of $CD8A$ but not $CD8B$, and has the highest proportion of TCRD expressing cells (Figure 3B-C, Figure S5E-F, Table S8B). Taken together, the data suggest that subcluster 1 contains a greater proportion of highly cytotoxic innate CD8+ T cells (possibly NKT cells), $\gamma\delta$ T cells, and natural killer cells (NK) than subcluster 4. Subcluster 3, (0.4% of granuloma cells, Table S4C), which also does not correlate with control, appears to be more selectively enriched for NK cells as it is defined both by enrichment for cytotoxic and NK cell markers but also relatively low expression of $CD3D$ and $CD3G$ (Figure 3C, Table S8BB). Subcluster 5, representing 4.7% of granuloma cells, displayes elevated expression of only a single cytotoxic marker, $GZMK$, which does not activate apoptotic caspases (Guo et al., 2010). Cytotoxic subcluster 6, meanwhile, is a very low abundance cluster (<0.3%) about which we cannot draw meaningful conclusions.

The most revealing comparision was between subclusters 4 and 2 (1.9% of granuloma cells). Subcluster 2 is also enriched for NK and CD8 cell lineage marker expression such as $KLRC1$, $KLRB1$, $KLRG1$, $CD8A$ and $TCRD$ but is only moderately enriched for $PRF1$ expression, and is not characterized by the expression of any other cytotoxic effector or cytokine genes (Figure 3B-C). Interestingly, subcluster 2 is highly enriched for expression of activation markers $CD69$ and $NR4A1$ (Nur77) and for expression of $EGR1$, $EGR2$ and $DUSP2$, a trio of transcription factors described to distinguish peripherally tolerant CD8 T cells in a model of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (Schietinger et al., 2012). Strikingly, subcluster 2 is additionally defined by the expression of genes implicated in the inhibition of NFkB signaling, $NFKBIA$ (IkB), $NFKBIZ$ and $TNFAIP3$, but not markers suggestive of T cell exhaustion (Figure 3C). Taken together, these data suggest that cells in subcluster 2 are undergoing TCR activation but not undertaking effector functions and may be in an expression state suggestive of peripheral tolerance. The functional complexity of these subclusters, and the common and distinct responses they represent, supports a significant and underappreciated role for cytotoxic cells in TB granulomas.
and suggests a need to further elucidate actionable avenues for plasticity for future preventions and cures.

**Stem-like T cell function in TB lung granulomas**

Subcluster 7 (8.3% of granuloma cells, Table S4C) also correlates with control and is characterized by elevated expression of markers of naïve or memory CD4 and CD8 T cells including *TCF7, CCR7, IL7R, and TXNIP*, as well as genes associated with activation or memory state such as *CD69* and *ITGB1* (Figure 3C-D). These cells may represent a “stem-like” population of T cells, which are described as an early differentiating memory phenotype, distinct from naïve T cells, that are long-lived and possess a unique ability to proliferate and self-renew (Ahmed et al., 2016; Caccamo et al., 2018; Gattinoni et al., 2011). Similar cells have been reported in human and animal models of viral infection (Cartwright et al., 2016; Fuertes Marraco et al., 2015) and tumors (Ando et al., 2020; Brummelman et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019), and in humans with Chagas disease (Mateus et al., 2015). In the tumor microenvironment, stem-like T cells have been described as expressing inhibitory receptors such as PD-1 (Siddiqui et al., 2019). This population is thought to undergo a proliferative burst after immune checkpoint blockade. By contrast, we do not identify enhanced expression of transcripts encoding inhibitory receptors in the stem-like subcluster (Figure 3C). Indeed, inhibitory receptor transcripts are only expressed highly on cells in subcluster 8 (1.2% of granuloma cells), which appear to be regulatory T cells (Tregs) based on elevated expression of canonical Treg markers (*FOXP3, CTLA4, CGA, TIGIT, TNFRSF18, IL1RL1, and IKBZ4*) (Figure 3C). The abundance of subcluster 8 neither positively nor negatively correlates with bacterial burden (Figure 3D, Table S8B).

**Additional T/NK cell subclusters that correlate with control**
There were 3 additional T/NK subclusters that correlated with bacterial burden (Figure 3D, Table S8B). Subcluster 10 was a small CD4 enriched subcluster (0.05%) defined by metallothionein genes such as MT1 and MT2 (Figure 3C-D); metallothionein-expressing T cells may play a role in negative regulation of Type 1 regulatory (Tr1) CD4+ cells (Wu et al., 2013). Subcluster 11 was relatively abundant (2.4% of granuloma cells, Table S4C) and was characterized by expression of transcripts associated with cellular proliferation (MKI67, STMN1, and TOP2A) (Figure 3C-D, Table S8B), consistent with published data that T cell proliferation occurs within NHP and human granulomas (Gideon et al., 2015; McCaffrey et al., 2020; Ohtani, 2013; Phuah et al., 2016; Phuah et al., 2012; Wong et al., 2018). Subcluster 12, representing 0.6% of granuloma cells, is characterized by enrichment of genes associated with nuclear speckles and splicing factors such as PNISR and SRRM2 (Figure 3C), the latter of which has been associated with alternate splicing in Parkinson disease (Shehadeh et al., 2010) and has a critical role in organization of 3D genome (Hu et al., 2019).

T/NK cell subclusters that do not correlate with granuloma infection outcome

There are 2 relatively abundant subclusters of lymphocytes that have gene expression profiles consistent with known cell types but which do not correlate with control, either positively or negatively (Table S8B). As noted above, one is subcluster 8, which displays elevated expression of canonical Treg markers (FOXP3, CTLA4, CGA, TIGIT, TNFRSF18, IL1RL1, and IKZF4) (Niedzielska et al., 2018; Zemmour et al., 2018) (Figure 3C) and GATA3, a Th2 lineage-defining transcription factor that has been observed in a subset of tissue-resident Tregs (Whibley et al., 2019). The second is subcluster 9, which is enriched for CD4 expression and Type-I interferon inducible molecules (MX1, ISG15, IFIT3, IFI6, IFIT1, RSAD2, and MX2) (Szabo et al., 2019) and may represent activated CD4+ T cells (Figure 3C). Despite expectations that activated CD4+ T cells are critical mediators of TB control, the abundance of this population does not correlate with control at this time point.
**Relationship between timing of granuloma formation and granuloma composition**

In this study, the time of granuloma appearance was tracked through serial PET-CT scans (Coleman et al., 2014b; Lin et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2017). In further examining the serial PET-CT scans for the four animals in the current study, we found that 15 of the granulomas randomly chosen for scRNA-seq were observed at 4 weeks p.i. (i.e., “early-detected” granulomas following Mtb infection), while another 11 were only seen at 10 weeks p.i. (i.e., “late-detected” granulomas) (Table S1). Late-detected granulomas may be formed through dissemination (Martin et al., 2017); alternatively, some granulomas may take more time to reach the inflammatory threshold required to be identified by PET-CT scans (limit of detection >1mm), potentially because of slower bacterial growth or more efficient immune control.

There was a striking difference (~40-fold) in granuloma-level bacterial burden (CFU) between early- (n=15, 3.6 log$_{10}$ CFU/granuloma, IQR: 3.2-4.6) and late-detected granulomas (n=11, 2 log$_{10}$ CFU/granuloma, (0-2.8)) (p<0.0001) (Figure 5A, Table S10a), although median size and granuloma FDG avidity were similar among all 26 at 10 weeks p.i. (Table S1). Critically, while there is a trend towards lower cumulative bacterial burden in late-detected lesions, the granuloma-level CEQ values were not significantly different between early- and late-detected granulomas (p=0.0737) (Figure 5B, Table S10A), suggesting that the lower bacterial burden (CFU) in new lesions was not strictly attributable to reduced bacterial growth. Moreover, the CFU/CEQ ratio (which is an inverse measure of bacterial killing) (Lin et al., 2014b) was ~10 fold lower in late-appearing granulomas (p=0.0107), indicating increased bacterial killing in those lesions. Comparison of cell-type proportions revealed that early- and late-detected granulomas were also characterized by differences in cellular composition. Many of the associations between cellular frequency and bacterial control were reflected in the differences between early and late lesions, including those with mast cells, plasma cells and the unified T/NK cell cluster,
as well as those with T/NK subclusters 13 (T1-T17) cells, 4 (cytotoxic) and 7 (stem-like T cells) (Figure 5D-E).

**Bacterial control in early detected granulomas is associated with cytotoxic function**

We sought to gain further insight into bacterial control specifically in the early appearing granulomas, which likely represent the original establishment of infection. We contrasted the early granulomas with the highest CFU (n=6, median CFU: 17,550, 4.2log_{10}) and lowest CFU (n=6, median CFU: 2355, 3.3log_{10}) (p=0.002, Mann-Whitney U) (Figure 5F, Table S10). In early-detected lesions with lower burden, there was again a significantly higher proportion of T/NK subclusters 4 (p=0.009, Mann-Whitney U) and 5 (p=0.004), 7 (stem-like T cells) (p=0.041), 10 (p=0.004) and subcluster 13 (T1-T17 cells) (p=0.041) (Figure 5H). However, this analysis also revealed previously unappreciated associations between lower bacterial burden in early granulomas and additional subclusters of T/NK cells. These include the cytotoxic subclusters 1 (p=0.041) and 2 (p=0.002) (Figure 5H, Table S10) and the T1-T17 subpopulation 3 marked by IFNG and TNF (p=0.026) (Table S5c, Table S10). Taken together, these data suggest a prominent role for cytotoxic function and otherwise cryptic role for Type 1 cytokines, possibly from innate or early adaptive lymphocytes, in the initial control of Mtb infection.

**TCR repertoires of TB lung granulomas**

Given the strong association between the abundance of specific T cell phenotypes and control of Mtb, we wondered whether these T cells might target common antigens (i.e., share common T cell receptors; TCRs). To investigate whether there was clonal enrichment among T cells, we reconstructed CDR3 sequences from granuloma T cells by performing targeted pulldowns of αβ TCR sequences from the granuloma whole transcriptome amplification libraries to generate secondary sequencing libraries (STAR* Methods) (Tu et al., 2019). Initially, we examined the extent of TCR-α and TCR-β recovery and enrichment (i.e. CDR3-α, n ≥10; CDR3-β sequences,
n > 12; CDR-αβ, n > 10) across the T and NK subclusters and observed enrichment of common
CDR3 sequences in the T1-T17 and proliferating subclusters (13 and 11, respectively), as well
as cytotoxic subclusters 4 and 5 (Figure S6A-D, Table S9; STAR* Methods). Next, we
examined sharing of enriched CDR3 sequences between granulomas. While we failed to
observe public TCRs between animals (Figure S6E), within an animal (e.g., monkey 4017),
there was substantial sharing of TCR-α and TCR-β CDR3 sequences across lesions, including
extensive sharing of CDR3 sequences between high-burden and low-burden granulomas
(Figure S6E). This suggests that TCR enrichment is not strictly dependent on bacterial burden,
and that antigens seen by enriched T cell clones may be similar in restrictive and permissive
granulomas.

We further investigated the relationship between CDR3 sequence, T cell phenotypes and
granuloma-level CFU. We observed associations between CDR3 sequence and T/NK cell sub-
cluster populations within enriched CDR3 sequences (Figure S6F). For example, we identified
individual CDR3s where the majority of cells are derived from either the subcluster 13 (T1-T17)
or 4 or 5 (cytotoxic). In cases where a single affinity receptor is associated with multiple
subclusters, the two transcriptional phenotypes observed are typically T1-T17 and proliferating
T cells (Figure S6F). In the animal with the broadest distribution of bacterial burdens among
the randomly selected granulomas (monkey 4017), the enriched CDR3 sequences shared
similar cellular phenotypes across high and low burden lesions (Figure S6G, Table S14).
Taken together, these data do not support the hypothesis that T cell specificity defines bacterial
control at the level of the granuloma.

Finally, we leveraged targeted TCR reconstruction data to identify rare populations of donor-
unrestricted T cells (DURTs; STAR* Methods), which represent a heterogenous class of
invariant T cells, including mucosal associated invariant T (MAIT) cells, invariant natural killer T cells (iNKT cells), and CD1 restricted Germline-Encoded Mycolyl lipid reactive (GEM) T cells (Ogongo et al., 2020; Van Rhijn et al., 2015). Among DURTs, we observe the highest frequency of T cells with the TRAV1-2/TRAJ33 MAIT-associated TCR combination (240/9,281 (number of T cells with alpha recovery), 0.6% of total T cells), a population of iNKT cells (TRAV10-1/TRAJ18) TCR sequences (20/9,281, 0.05%) and GEM cells (TRAV1-2/TRAJ9) (5/9,281) (Figure S6H). Rather than defining a distinct phenotypic subset, we found that these cells distributed across several T and NK cell subclusters. Their low frequency precluded an accurate assessment of their relationship to granuloma-level bacterial burden.

**Cellular ecology of pulmonary TB granulomas**

To assess whether specific cell types co-reside in TB lung granulomas more than would be expected by chance, we calculated the pairwise Pearson correlation matrix between all major cell types and sub-clusters across 26 granulomas (Figure 6A; STAR Methods). Using hierarchical clustering of this pairwise correlation matrix, we defined 5 primary groups of cell clusters/sub-clusters whose abundances are associated across granulomas (Figure 6A, Table S11). Of these, group 2 (“Red”), which includes mast cells, plasma cells and certain stromal populations, is significantly expanded in high-burden and early-detected lesions compared to low burden, late lesions. Group 4 (“Teal”), which primarily consists of T cell subclusters, is significantly higher in low burden and late-detected granulomas compared to high burden and early-detected granulomas (Figure 6B, Table S12).

Given the unexpected increased frequency and co-occurrence of plasma and mast cells in high burden granulomas, we looked for potential direct links between them (Figure 6). To understand diversity in plasma cell populations, we first examined the distribution of immunoglobulin heavy chain expression among the plasma cells and detected limited IgE expression. Instead, we observed that the vast majority of plasma cells express either IGHA or
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IGHG constant chains (Figure S8), suggesting that they are the dominant antibody classes induced by Mtb in the granuloma microenvironment.

As the presence and function of mast cells in Mtb lung granulomas has yet to be characterized, we sought to further validate this transcriptional finding (Figure 2C-D, Figure 6A-B). To confirm the presence and examine the localization of mast cells in Mtb granulomas, we performed immunohistochemistry on paraffin embedded sections of NHP and human granulomas using Tryptase and C-kit/CD117 markers by (Figure 6C-D; STAR Methods). This revealed that mast cells primarily localize to the outer regions of the granuloma, including the lymphocyte cuff in NHP (Figure 6C), and can be found within and around human granulomas (Figure 6D). In our data, mast cells are characterized by expression of IL-13 (Figure 6E), which we also recently observed in a study of human nasal polyposis (Ordovas-Montanes et al., 2018) and IL-4 (Figure 6E). Moreover, we find that mast cells co-occur with fibroblasts (Figure 6A, Table S11), consistent with a wound healing response (Rodrigues et al., 2019; Wong et al., 2020; Wulff and Wilgus, 2013). These data are consistent with a role for mast cells in peripheral fibrosis but might also suggest additional regulatory interactions with lymphocytes which will be the subject of future studies.
Discussion

A classic tenet in TB is that within most infected individuals the immune response is capable of controlling but never fully eliminating infection, and only a small percentage of infected individuals develop active disease (O’Garra et al., 2013). The cynomolgus macaque model of Mtb infection has taught us that the true picture is likely more complex. Within every individual, there are granulomas that represent geographically circumscribed instances of sterilizing immunity, of immune standoff—control but not sterilization—and, at least in some individuals, frank immune failure (Flynn, 2006, 2010; Lin et al., 2014b; Lin et al., 2009). This heterogeneity provides an opportunity to define cellular and molecular factors that correlate with bacterial control in the animal model that best recapitulates human infection and disease (Coleman et al., 2014a) to identify potential prevention and cure strategies for TB.

To enable unbiased investigation of which factors within a granuloma might facilitate bacterial control, we performed high-throughput single-cell transcriptional profiling of 26 granulomas spanning a wide range of bacterial burdens in cynomolgus macaques, while simultaneously tracking granuloma development by PET CT imaging and executing detailed microbiologic quantification. Our data represent the first unbiased single-cell investigation of factors associated dynamically with natural control of Mtb in granulomas. Here, we focused on granulomas at 10 weeks p.i., a key inflection point in Mtb infection where innate and adaptive immune responses are in place. In previous work, we demonstrated that in lesions formed upon infection, viable bacterial burdens are highest at ~4 weeks p.i. and that by ~10 weeks p.i., bacterial burden decreases in many granulomas, with a subset having fully sterilized (Lin et al., 2014b) (Figure S1). As we can distinguish low bacterial burdens that occur through sterilization, rather than late or very slow bacterial growth, by measuring cumulative bacterial burden using a genome counting approach (CEQ), our imaging and microbiologic tools provide
a robust means of assessing lesional dynamics. This, in turn, allows us to capture features that
associate with, and may be causally involved in, bacterial clearance (low CFU/CEQ).

Our single-cell analysis of granulomas at this pivotal 10 week p.i. time point revealed cellular
factors correlated with both immune successes and failures. Consistent with previous
observations, our findings reinforce a critical role for T cells in the control of Mtb infection.
Nevertheless, given the substantial increase in resolution, our data paint a more nuanced
picture, highlighting several subclusters and subpopulations within the larger unified T/NK cell
cluster, including Type1-Type 17 hybrid subpopulations, cytotoxic cell subclusters, and stem-like
memory T cells, that may play a critical role in bacterial control at the local granuloma level.
What became clear through these analyses is that functional phenotypes, rather than canonical
lymphocyte cell types, defined the subclusters and were associated with bacterial control,
sometimes in a temporal fashion. Moreover, our data reveal several features associated with
loss of bacterial control – most notably an increase in both mast and plasma cells in high burden
lesions.

Although both CD4 and CD8 T cells have been implicated in control of Mtb infection, the
cytotoxic function of lymphocytes in Mtb infection has been relatively understudied, with
emphasis placed instead macrophage activating cytokines, such as IFN-γ and TNF. However,
subclustering the T/NK cluster revealed six subclusters that are defined by cytotoxic gene
expression, each with a different flavor. This is the first study to describe the complexity of
cytotoxic cells in granulomas in the context of bacterial burden. These subclusters did not align
cleanly with canonical markers of cellular identity that would define them as classical CD8αβ or
CD4 T cells, NK, NK T cells, or γδ T cells, but instead appear to be variable mixtures of cell
types with common transcriptional programming. Of these, cytotoxic cluster 4, which is
enriched in CD8αβ T cells and defined by expression of several granzymes and perforin but only low levels of granulysin, is associated with control of Mtb in granulomas and likely represents cytotoxic effector T cells that target infected cells for apoptosis. Although the other cytotoxic subsets do not correlate with overall control of Mtb in granulomas, temporal analysis of granulomas via PET CT scanning allowed us to identify the early granulomas that form upon infection. In those granulomas, control of early Mtb infection was associated not only with cytotoxic subcluster 4 but also cytotoxic subclusters 1, 2, and 5. These include innate-like CD8+ subsets (NKT, NK, and γδ T cells) with tri-cytotoxic potential (perforin, granzymes, and granulysin) (subcluster 1), granzyme K expressing T cells (subcluster 5) and an interesting population with characteristics of peripheral tolerant T cells (subcluster 2). Subclustering the T1/17 cluster also revealed a cytotoxic T cell subpopulation that was associated with lower bacterial burdens. Together these data point to important and previously underestimated roles for cytotoxic innate and adaptive lymphocytes in temporal control of Mtb in granulomas, and support further study of cytotoxic cells as a potential target for vaccination.

The T1-T17 subcluster of the T and NK cell cluster, characterized by transcriptional patterns associated with both Type 1 and Type 17 T cells, was most strongly associated with overall bacterial control. While a number of studies have implicated lymphocytes with CD4 Th1 and Th17 functionality in the control of Mtb infection (Darrah et al., 2020; Gideon et al., 2015; Lyadova and Panteleev, 2015; Mpande et al., 2018), our scRNA-seq analysis reveals functional characteristics of cells associated with control that do not neatly follow expected T cell ontogenies defined by surface marker staining; rather, cells within express both Type 1 and Type 17 genes and are a mixture of CD4 and CD8 expressing T cells. While the T1-T17 subcluster was defined by expression of several transcription factors and surface receptors consistent with Th17 cell differentiation, there was a paucity of expression of either IL17A or
*IL17F*. Although this could be due to failed detection or a difference between transcription and translation, we previously reported that lymphocytes expressing T1 or T17 cytokines were at relatively low frequencies in granulomas (Gideon et al., 2015). Notably, the T1-T17 subcluster shares many features with previously characterized T cell subsets including Th1* and ex-Th17 cells which do not express IL-17 (Acosta-Rodriguez et al., 2007; Basdeo et al., 2017). These subsets, observed previously among CD4 T cells, represent precursors to long lived tissue memory and have been shown to play a crucial protective role in autoimmunity, bacterial control and memory immune responses to pathogens (Amezcuca Vesely et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2015; van Hamburg and Tas, 2018; Wacleche et al., 2016). Collectively, this suggests that the T1-T17 population represents a spectrum of tissue-resident effector and effector-memory T cells that arise in response to Mtb infection, and should be considered as targets to be exploited for vaccine development.

The T1-T17 subcluster consists of both CD4 and CD8A/B expressing cells with shared functional programming but contains subpopulations with unique features. The CD4-enriched subpopulation expresses some of the cluster defining genes associated with the stem-like T cell subcluster, but does not have obvious effector functions. Although exact phenotype of this subpopulation is not yet clear, there is a trend toward association with lower bacterial burden and could represent a T cell population restrained in effector functions and metabolic activity, preventing excessive activation which could lead to detrimental inflammation or exhaustion. The CD8 T1-T17 subpopulation that associated with control was characterized by expression of cytotoxic effector molecules. Interestingly, most of the *IFNG* and *TNF* expression from the T1-T17 cluster came from a CD4 and CD8 subpopulation that did not associate with overall bacterial control except in early-detected granulomas. However, cytotoxic clusters 1, 2, 4 and 5 also show some expression of *IFNG* and *TNF*, and cytotoxic cluster 4 is associated with overall bacterial control. The relatively limited association between expression of these
proinflammatory cytokines and bacterial control may reflect the temporal dynamics that distinguish lesions that have already achieved control versus those in which there is ongoing bacterial growth. In previous flow cytometry-based studies of NHP granulomas, expression of IFN-γ did not correlate with bacterial burden, and other T1/T17 cytokines including TNF, IL-2 and IL-17 only correlated with lower bacterial burden in conjunction with anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 expressed in the same granuloma.

Our data also revealed an interesting CD4 and CD8 expressing T cell cluster associated with control of bacterial burden that resembles stem-like T cells. We hypothesize that these cells may be a source of T cell renewal in granulomas, and may differentiate into the various functional subsets we observe within them. This hypothesis is supported by TCR sharing between the stem-like T cells and the T1/17 or other subclusters in a limited number of granulomas; more extensive TCR coverage will help to solidify this relationship in future studies. Another possibility is that the stem-like T cells represent memory T cells that are not specific for Mtb antigens, but migrate to the granuloma due to inflammatory signals, including chemokines. Indeed, flow cytometry based studies support that a majority of T cells in granulomas do not respond to Mtb antigens by making cytokines nor are they exhausted (Gideon et al., 2015; Sakai et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2018). The stem-like T cells warrant additional study, as they associate with control of Mtb in granulomas and could be explored as a potential vaccine target.

Importantly, to our knowledge, this study is the first to link longitudinal PET-CT imaging and single-cell sequencing data in the context of infectious disease, and this provides novel insights into the temporal evolution of immunologic control in Mtb infection. Interestingly, our imaging and microbiologic analyses revealed a significant relationship between the time at which granulomas are first observed on PET-CT and bacterial burden. Granulomas that are observed only on the 10-week scans had consistently lower bacterial burdens, despite having
approximately similar cumulative (CEQ) bacterial burdens. These data indicate that late-detected granulomas are not just captured at an earlier stage in their development as a result of dissemination or slower initial growth, but actually demonstrate greater bacterial killing.

Focusing on the early-detected, or originally established, granulomas revealed that initial control of infection is significantly associated with cytotoxic functions (both innate and adaptative) as well as T1-T17 subpopulation 3 expressing IFNG/TNF. These findings solidify the importance of considering cytotoxic function, not just cytokine function, in vaccine strategies that can prevent Mtb infection.

The T1-T17 subcluster was expanded primarily in late-detected relative to early-detected lesions and strongly associated with control of Mtb. We hypothesize that these granulomas arise in the context of a more established adaptive immune response and thus harbor a more bactericidal immune ecosystem. Such a model is consistent with recent observations that granulomas established in immune primed environments are better at killing Mtb than those established in a naïve lung – e.g., existing Mtb infection (Cadena et al., 2018) or IV-BCG or intrabronchial BCG vaccination, where Th1/17 expression patterns were observed to correlate with protection (Darrah et al., 2020; Dijkman et al., 2019). Here, we extend these findings by looking at primary infection within an unmanipulated system, linking imaging with scRNA-seq to identify the different paths granulomas may take based on when they arise, and the cells associated with these distinct outcomes. By examining the ecosystem of granulomas over time our data suggest that most T1/T17 cells emerge later in the infection and lead to increased killing of Mtb. Thus, targeting induction of these cells via vaccination could improve early control of infection.

The immune correlates of failure to control are even more unexpected. Although it has been hypothesized that immune exhaustion may contribute to failed bacterial control (Behar et al.,
2014; Jayaraman et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2017), we do not find associations between classical T cell exhaustion molecules and bacterial burden, which supports previous observations in NHP granulomas (Gideon et al., 2015; Sakai et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2018). Instead, lesions with high bacterial burdens are characterized by significantly higher proportions of plasma and mast cells than those with lower burdens. Notably, while these plasma cells do not appear to be expressing IgE (in contrast to IGHA and IGHG), the mast cells express IL-13 and IL-4, suggesting a possible link between the pair (Takeuchi et al., 2015). The expression of IGHA and IGHG and presence of plasma cells in granulomas support the notion that antibodies may play a prominent role in Mtb infection, perhaps with different effects as a function of antibody quality (Achkar et al., 2015; Jacobs et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2016). Immunohistochemistry confirms the presence of mast cells in TB granulomas in both NHP and humans, where they appear located in and around the lymphocyte cuff, suggesting potential regulatory interactions with T and NK cells or with the macrophages present within this region. IL-13 and IL-4 or expression of IL-4Rα (the receptor for these cytokines) have been reported to modulate CD8 T cell function, including inhibition of cytotoxic activity, supporting the potential for mast cells to regulate the T cell responses in granulomas (Kienzle et al., 2005; Wijesundara et al., 2013). While mast cells have been described in granulomatous conditions, such as TB lymphadenitis (Taweevisit and Poumsuk, 2007), leprosy skin lesions (Bagwan et al., 2004), and liver granulomas (Celasun et al., 1992), and may orchestrate immune cross talk in TB (Garcia-Rodriguez et al., 2017), this is the first description of direct correlation with Mtb bacterial burden in individual TB granulomas. While more detailed studies on the roles of mast cells in TB are indicated, this observation provides exciting new avenues to explore the immune architecture of failed immunity in TB lung granulomas, and suggests new intervention strategies. In conjunction with elevated mast and plasma cell frequencies, we also observed higher proportions of fibroblasts in high burden lesions. This may reflect attempts at wound healing (i.e., a canonical type-2 response) in the face of higher bacterial burden, as suggested by other
studies (Wong et al., 2020) and uncovers potentially therapeutically relevant intercellular interactions (Rubinchik and Levi-Schaffer, 1994) for future follow up.

It is important to recognize the limitations in our data. Our TCR sequencing data reveal significant sharing of TCR sequences between granulomas within, but not across, animals. T cells appear to be responding to similar antigens across granulomas, irrespective of bacterial burden, suggesting that the abundance and composition of T cell phenotypes, rather than antigen specificity, is a critical determinant of granuloma-level bacterial control. However, our recovery of CDR3 sequences was relatively low, which limits our ability at this time to go beyond analysis of enriched clones.

Moreover, the granuloma is an inherently heterogenous environment and includes necrotic debris, requiring robust technical correction and quality control; this results in an analysis of only high-quality cells. Since only a fraction of cells from each granuloma are analyzed, proportions may not reflect the true composition of cells within a granuloma and may be skewed toward lymphocytes highlighting the importance of orthogonal validations. Given cell and granuloma numbers, rare populations, including DURTs, were more difficult to analyze in detail. We focused primarily on cell types, subclusters, and subpopulations that were correlated with bacterial burden in granulomas. While macrophages are clearly an important component of the immune response in TB granulomas, the heterogeneity of the myeloid populations requires further in depth evaluation with additional samples and time points to appreciate which functions and cell types are associated with control or failure. Relatedly, the granuloma landscape investigated here is from a single, albeit pivotal, time point. It is likely that expression of certain genes that occur early in infection and then are downregulated as infection progresses will be missed, as will some populations critical to guiding overall lesional outcome. More generally, matched analyses of earlier and later time points post-infection along with analysis of lung
tissue and granulomas from vaccinated or reinfected and protected animals will provide a more complete picture of the temporal control of Mtb in granulomas.

In summary, our study affords unprecedented, unbiased views of the cellular and molecular features associated with control of Mtb in primary lung granulomas. Beyond recapitulating canonical correlates, our analysis defines nuanced actionable innate and adaptive functional cell states including novel data on cytotoxic subsets, stem-like T cells and T1/17 CD4 and CD8 T cells, uncovers a permissive role for cells consistent with type-2 responses (mast and plasma cells) and sheds light on essential dynamics among host-pathogen interactions (Iwasaki and Medzhitov, 2015). Collectively, our data substantiate a model where Mtb burden within early forming lesions is dictated by the interplay among restrictive, inflammatory innate-like responses and permissive, protective type-2 (wound healing) responses seeking to balance bacterial control with the maintenance of essential tissue functionality, respectively. In those lesions forming late, this balance can be tipped by an onslaught of adaptive T1-T17 and cytotoxic responses which are capable of controlling local disease, given sufficient access. Such a framework is consistent with previous observations of natural (Cadena et al., 2018) or induced (Darrah et al., 2020) control, and nominates several discrete putative axes of intra- and intercellular signaling that may prove therapeutically or prophylactically valuable, as well as intellectual links to other inflammatory and infectious diseases that affect epithelial barrier tissues.
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**Figures legends:**

**Figure 1.** Study design, experimental set up, characteristics of animals over the course of Mtb infection and granuloma bacterial burden.

A. Architecture of macaque TB lung granuloma, where lymphocytes and macrophages are present in distinct regions. Immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy were performed on a granuloma from an animal at 11 weeks post-Mtb infection to visualize localization of CD11c+ macrophages (cyan), CD3+ T cells (yellow), and CD20+ B cells (magenta).

B. Study design: Cynomolgus macaques (n=4) were infected with a low-dose inoculum of Mtb (Erdman strain) and serial PET-CT scans were performed at 4, 8, and 10 weeks post-infection with the final scan used as a map for lesion identification at necropsy. Individual granulomas were excised and homogenized. CFU and CEQ assays were performed on all granulomas (top right) and 26 individual granulomas across 4 animals were randomly selected at necropsy for Seq-Well assays (bottom right).

C. Total lung FDG activity (in log scale) measured by PET scans of each animal at 4, 8 and 10-weeks post-Mtb infection showing trajectories of lung inflammation.

D. Distribution of CFU per granuloma sampled for Seq-Well assay for each animal. Each dot is an individual granuloma.

E. CFU log$_{10}$ per granuloma (total live bacteria) organized by tertiles. Each dot is a granuloma. Colors correspond to CFU tertile ranges in E-G: Green: 0-500 CFU, Yellow: 500-5000 CFU, and Red: >5000 CFU. Box plot showing median, IQR and range. Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction for panels E-G.

F. CEQ log$_{10}$ per granuloma (Chromosomal equivalents, CEQ, live + dead Mtb) organized by tertiles. Colors correspond to CFU tertile ranges.

G. Ratio between CFU (viable bacteria) and CEQ (total bacterial burden) i.e., relative bacterial survival. Lower ratio (negative values) corresponds to increased killing and higher ratio corresponds to increased Mtb survival.

**Figure 2.** Analysis of single-cell sequencing of tuberculosis lung granulomas.

A. UMAP plot of 109,584 cells from 26 granulomas colored by identities of 13 generic cell types.
B. Expression levels of cluster defining genes enriched across 13 generic cell types. Color intensity corresponds to the level of gene expression, while the size of dots represents the percent of cells with non-zero expression in each cluster.

C. Significant correlations between proportion of T/NK cells, mast cells, plasma cells and fibroblasts with bacterial burden of individual granulomas (CFU per granuloma) using non-parametric Spearman’s rho correlation test.

D. Relationship between granuloma proportional composition of cell type clusters and CFU in tertiles. Statistics: Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction. Adjusted p value for cell type composition comparing low and high tertiles is presented in boxes. Box plot showing median, IQR and range; each dot represents a granuloma. Spearman’s Rho and p values are shown in boxes at the top for corresponding cell type clusters.

Figure 3: Diversity in the unified T and NK cell cluster and relationship to granuloma-level bacterial burden.

A. Subclustering 41,222 cells in the unified T/NK cell cluster, colored by subclusters. Subclusters are numbered based on expression patterns.

B. Frequency of expression of TCR genes TRAC, TRBC1 or TRBC2 (yellow) and TRDC (green) across 13 T/NK cell subclusters.

C. Expression levels of T/NK cell cluster-defining genes. Color intensity corresponds to the level of gene expression and the size of dots represents the percent of cells with non-zero expression in each cluster. Y-axis identifies subclusters.

D. Correlations between proportion of T/NK cells and subclusters (1-13) with bacterial burden of individual granulomas (CFU per granuloma) using non-parametric Spearman’s rho correlation test. Subclusters with significant negative correlation values are highlighted in blue.

Figure 4: Phenotypic Diversity in T1-T17 cells.

A. T1-T17 subcluster overlaid on unified T/NK cell cluster (left) and colored by normalized expression values for T1-T17 subcluster-defining genes (bold outlined boxes) and non-enriched canonical Type1 and Type 17 genes (right).

B. Subclustering of 9,234 T1-T17 cells resulting in 4 phenotypic sub-populations.
C. Cluster defining genes for T1-T17 subpopulation 1, 2, 3 and 4. Color intensity corresponds to the level of gene expression and the size of dots represents the percent of cells with non-zero expression in each cluster.

D. Subclustering of T1-T17 cells colored by normalized gene expression values for selected subcluster (top row) and sub-population defining genes.

E. Left: Relationship between the T1-T17 sub-populations and granuloma bacterial burden in tertiles. Statistics: Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction. Adjusted p value for cell type composition comparing low and high CFU tertiles is in boxes. Box plot showing median, IQR and range; each dot represents a granuloma. Right: Correlations between proportion T1-T17 subcluster and subpopulation 1-3 with bacterial burden of individual granulomas (CFU per granuloma) using non-parametric Spearman’s rho correlation test.

Figure 5. Association of cell type proportions with timing of granuloma formation

A-C. CFU log_{10} values (A), CEQ log_{10} values (B) and relative bacterial survival (CFU/CEQ)(C) for granulomas grouped by time of initial observation by PET-CT imaging. Early detection (yellow): those identified at 4 weeks p.i.; Late detection (green): those identified at 10 week p.i.

D,E. Canonical cell type clusters (D) and T/NK subclusters (E) that are significantly different between early and late detection granulomas. See Table S10 for full data.

F. Early (4 week) detection granulomas comparing lowest CFU (n=6) and highest CFU (n=6) granulomas.

G, H. Relationship between the abundance of canonical cell types (G) and T/NK subclusters (H) with bacterial burdens among low CFU and high CFU early-detected granulomas. Each dot represents a granuloma. Box plot shows median, IQR and range. Statistics: non-parametric Mann Whitney U test. See Table S10 for full data.

Figure 6: Cellular ecosystem in TB lung granulomas

A. Pairwise Pearson correlation values proportions of canonical cell types and T/NK and macrophage subclusters across 26 granulomas. Hierarchical clustering of correlation coefficients identified 5 groups (indicated by color) of cell types with correlated abundance in granulomas.

B. Relationship between the distribution of correlated cell-types between high and low CFU granulomas (left), and across all 26 granulomas ordered from lowest CFU (left) to
highest CFU (right). Colored boxes indicate granuloma CFU range by green boxes (low), orange boxes (mid) and maroon boxes (high); which granulomas came from which animal by salmon boxes (3817), yellow boxes (3917), Navy blue boxes (4017) and 4217 boxes (light blue) and time of detection is indicated by yellow boxes (10 weeks) and green boxes (4 weeks).

C. Detection of mast cells in a 10-week NHP granuloma using immunohistochemistry, staining for tryptase (green) and c-kit (CD117)(red).

D. Detection of mast cells in a human lung granuloma. Hematoxylin and eosin stain and immunohistochemistry with multinucleated giant cells (stars, (top left) and c-kit (CD117) staining (indicated by arrows, top and bottom right).

E. Left: UMAP plot of 109,584 cells from 26 granulomas colored by identities of 13 generic cell types. Right: expression levels of IL-13 and IL-4 genes overlaid on UMAP plot of 109,584 cells.

Supplemental figures:

Figure S1: CFU per granuloma decreases over time.

A. Each column depicts the CFU for all granulomas of an individual macaque (N=88 macaques), ranging from 4 weeks to 17 weeks post-infection. Each dot represents a granuloma. Lines are at means (per animal) and different colors represent weeks post-infection.

B. CFU per granuloma decreases significantly starting at 10-11 weeks post-infection. Each dot represents the mean CFU per granuloma of an individual animal, with the x-axis indicating weeks post-infection at which necropsy was performed. Lines are at medians. Differences between time points were tested using Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison adjustment. (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001.)

Figure S2: Sequencing, alignment and QC pipeline (see STAR* methods)

A, D, I. Array-specific processing pipeline.

B. Array specific Louvain clustering (Resolution = 1.25).

C. Cluster-defining gene expression was determined within each array.

E. Overview of Cluster-Specific Summary Score.
F. Estimation of soup-thresholds for correction of ambient RNA contamination. Left: Relationship between soup-thresholds (x-axis) the number of soup defining genes detected for each array (y-axis). Right: Relationship between soup-thresholds (x-axis) and the cumulative proportion of soup-defining gene expression (y-axis).

G. Hierarchical clustering results used to identify and remove clusters defined by ambient contamination from each array.

H. t-SNE plot showing removal of clusters characterized as ambient RNA.

J. Estimation of array-specific contamination rates using SoupX.

K. Identification and removal of array-specific doublets.

Figure S3: Identification of Canonical Cell Types.

A. Waterfall plot showing stability of cell-type clusters at multiple clustering resolutions. Boxed row (resolution=1.00) selected for downstream analysis.

B, C Distribution of lung cell-type signatures obtained from the Tabula muris (B) and Mouse cell (C) atlas.

D. UMAP plot of 109,584 cells colored by Louvain clusters (resolution = 1.00).

F. Waterfall plot showing the stability of sub-clustering analysis of 3,123 cells with a proliferating gene signature.

G. Distribution of canonical cell type signatures across subclusters of proliferating cells.

H. UMAP plot of 109,584 cells colored by 13 canonical cell type clusters.

I. Expression levels of cluster-defining genes overlaid on UMAP plot in panel G.

J. Correlations between bacterial burden and abundance of each canonical cell type cluster. Correlation was calculated using non-parametric Spearman’s rho test.

Figure S4. Macrophage heterogeneity in Mtb granulomas.

A. Waterfall plot showing the stability of macrophage sub-clusters. Boxed row (resolution=0.55) selected for downstream analysis.

B. UMAP plot of 27,670 macrophage cluster colored by phenotypes.

C. Cluster-defining genes across macrophage subclusters.

D. Macrophage subcluster-defining genes overlaid on macrophage plot in panel B.

E. Boxplots showing bacterial burden in tertiles and composition of macrophage sub-populations. Box plot showing median, IQR and range; each dot represents a granuloma. Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction. The only significant value is for Macrophage subcluster 3 between low and high CFU tertiles.
p=0.0004). Spearman’s Rho and p values are shown in boxes at the top for corresponding macrophage subclusters.

**Figure S5. Sub-clustering and phenotypic identification of T/NK cell populations**

**A.** Waterfall plot showing the stability of T/NK cell sub-clustering. Boxed row (resolution=0.55) selected for downstream analysis.

**B.** UMAP plot of 44,766 T/NK cells with a sub-cluster of 3,544 T/NK cells defined by residual contamination highlighted (blue).

**C.** Waterfall plot showing the stability of T/NK cell sub-clustering following removal of contaminated T cell sub-cluster. Boxed row (resolution=0.75) selected for downstream analysis.

**D.** T/NK subclustering UMAP overlaid with normalized gene expression for CD4, CD8A, and CD8B (top). Expression of these genes across 13 sub-clusters (bottom) where color intensity corresponds to level of gene expression and size of dots represents the percent of cells with non-zero expression in each cluster.

**E.** Frequency of expression of CD4 (blue), CD8A and/or CD8B (green), CD4 and CD8A/B (orange) or no expression of CD4/CD8A/B (yellow) across 13 T/NK cell subclusters.

**F.** UMAP plots overlaid with normalized expression levels for selected T/NK cell subcluster-defining genes.

**Figure S6: TCR repertoires in granulomas**

**A.** UMAP plots of 41,222 T/NK cells colored by recovery of TCR CDR3 sequences

**B.** Fraction of each T/NK sub-cluster with recovery of TCR CDR3 sequences

**C.** Enrichment of TCR-alpha (Alpha-CDR3 >= 10 cells, left), TCR-beta (Beta-CDR3 >= 12 cells, middle), and both TCR-alpha and TCR-beta (Alpha-Beta-CDR3 >= 12 cells, right) in the unified T/NK cluster.

**D.** Fraction of each T/NK sub-cluster enriched for TCR-alpha (red), TCR-beta (blue), and TCR-alpha and TCR-beta (green) sequences.

**E.** Sharing of enriched TCR sequences across all granulomas. Colors above heatmaps correspond to animal and CFU tertiles. Individual heatmaps are shown for TCR-alpha (Alpha-CDR3 >= 10 cells, left), TCR-beta (Beta-CDR3 >= 12 cells, middle), and TCR-Alpha/Beta (Alpha-Beta CDR3 >= 10 cells, right).
F. Distribution of T/NK cell subclusters within enriched alpha-beta TCR clones across all animals.

G. Distribution of T/NK cell subclusters within enriched alpha-beta TCR clones between high and low burden lesions within Animal 4017.

H. UMAP plots of 41,222 T/NK cells colored by detection of TRAJ TRAV TCR sequences (MAIT: genes, iNKT (genes), and GEM (genes).

Figure S7 Late detection granulomas have lower CFU than early detection granulomas.

A. CFU per granuloma is shown for early detection (blue) and late detection (red) within each animal. Box plots lines represent the median, IQR and range. Each dot represents a granuloma.

B. CFU is significantly lower in new granulomas within animals. Each dot (and line) represents the median CFU per granuloma of each animal. Statistics: paired t-test.

Figure S8. Expression of selected functional transcripts.

A. Expression levels of select functional genes overlaid on UMAP plot of 109,584 cells.

B. UMAP plot of 109,584 cells from 26 granulomas colored by identities of 13 generic cell types.
Supplemental Table legends:

Table S1: Granuloma CFU, CEQ, CFU/CEQ; PET-CT: SUV-R, Size and Time of detection

Table S2a: Seq-Well array loading densities and doublet rate

Table S2b: Technical correction data: SoupX

Table S2c: Doublet removal Metadata

Table S2d: Cell level metadata

Table S3: Canonical cell type enrichment gene list: 13 cell type clusters

Table S4: Cells type composition: percentage of assigned granuloma cells. A) canonical cell type clusters, b)macrophage subclusters, c) T/NK subclusters and d) T1T17 subpopulation

Table S5: Macrophage subcluster enrichment: 9 subclusters

Table S6: T/NK subclustering: enrichment gene list: 13 T/NK subclusters

Table S7: Type1-Type-17 subpopulation enrichment

Table S8: Correlation (Spearman’s rho) with bacterial burden and difference between in percentage of cells between low and high CFU tertiles (Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s multiple testing correction): A) canonical cell type clusters, b) T/NK subclusters and C) T1T17 subpopulation

Table S9: TCR repertoires

Table S10: Difference in cellular abundance and association with bacterial burden. (a) Early detection and late detection granulomas, (b) Early detection granulomas

Table S11: Cellular ecology

Table S12: Association of cell group abundance with bacterial burden: (1) All: CFU low vs high, (2) Early detection: CFU: lowest vs highest and timing of granuloma detection (Early vs late).
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